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Chapter 361 Keep Child’s Innocence "Mom, I want to play." 

Timothy pulled Lucia’s hand. 

His eyes were full of expectation. 

Lucia turned to Janet. 

"Janet, how about you?" 

Janet nodded seriously, "Me too." 

Lucia really didn't know what to do. 

The staff aside sensed her hesitance. 

She asked, "Are you in? It's gonna start." 

Lucia still couldn't make up her mind. 

Though such facilities had seat belts and complete safety precautions, she was still afraid. 

If she could only take care one of her kids, she would rather not play it. 

The staff urged, "Are you in? One minute left." 

Timothy and Janet looked at her pitifully, "Mom, let's go..." 

Lucia heaved a sigh and said to the staff, "Thanks, we will wait for the next round." 

By then, they could pick seats in the middle so that she could sit between the kids and take care of both 

of them. 

Their safety had always been her priority. 

The staff confirmed, "You sure? I'll put on the latch then." 

Then, she was to shut the fence gate. 

Suddenly, a sonorous and powerful male voice sounded. 

"Wait." 

Lucia was stunned. 

She turned towards where the voice came and was so surprised that she lost her tongue when she saw 

August. 

"You..." 

Janet's eyes brightened. 

She shouted in her childish voice, "Uncle Charming." 



August smiled at Janet, and then scooped Janet up in his arms. 

He said to the staff, "Please wait for a while. 

We're playing." 

The staff was so attracted by August's handsomeness. 

She hurriedly nodded. 

"Okay, okay." 

August held Janet in his arms and went in. 

He turned to Timothy and raised his chin at the boy. 

"Follow me, buddy." 

Lucia and looked 

was full of maternal love when she saw Timothy's 

She smiled. 

"Go on." 

couldn't just question August in front of so 

she'd better discuss it 

hand and led 

them fasten their seat belts and the 

firstly at 

hand and 

August holding Janet's hand tightly, 

ship swung back and 

it were all 

felt that her heart would skip a beat every 

ship reached its vertex 

strong sense 

Frightened, she also screamed. 

pirate ship 

ship again climbed to the peak of its 

stiffened her body and didn't dare to 



moment, a big warm hand 

had magic power, it instantly calmed her 

the pirate 

and told the tourists to 

a deep breath and patted her chest to 

Timothy and Janet and asked worriedly, 

fists, "It's awesome! I wanna play 

Janet? Were 

"It's so fun. 

at all with Uncle 

expect the little fellows to 

it turned out that she was the only one who was 

up and happened to find August staring at 

faint smile on his 

a little 

her seat belt and 

Come on 

want to take the 

kids 

they came out of the facility, they ran into a 

both clamored for 

two 

candy maker's skills and was reluctant 

turned around and 

her 

time for 

"Mr.Adams, it's 

should meet in such a children’s 

a half 



adult should keep a 

Hearing this, Lucia sneered. 

and said coldly, "Since Mr.Adams came to have 

with looking 

to play 

about to walk 

and, after raising his brows, said, "Lucia, you're so afraid of 

Lucia was stunned. 

saw August casting a glance at her kids, and he said meaningfully, 

the nail on the 

Chapter 362 Allergic to Strawberry Lucia was stunned. 

She looked up at August and widened her eyes. 

How will this work? The teacher asked for a family photo. 

But August... 

Lucia couldn't make a decision. 

Paul was not here, and the kids needed to send the photos to the teacher in time. 

Timothy looked at the time. 

"Mom, before it's too late!" 

Lucia took a deep breath. 

She looked at August, and, after encouraging herself, said, "Well... 

let's take a picture." 

August was smiling brightly. 

He asked, "What photo?" 

Lucia hurriedly said, "It's nothing..." 

Timothy cut in anxiously, "Our teacher asked us to take a picture of our family when we go out and play. 

It's homework." 

Hearing this, August repeated the kid's words, "Family?" 

He didn't dislike the word. 

Lucia flushed and said, "It's not what you think." 



Hearing her words, August silently smiled. 

He stood up and let the kids stand before him and Lucia. 

He then reached out his long arm to take her phone. 

After setting into selfie mode, he clicked the shutter button. 

In the photo, the kids were smiling brightly. 

August also showed a rare gentle expression. 

Only Lucia seemed to be at a loss, looking dumbfounded but lovely. 

August looked at the photo and beamed with satisfaction. 

He then sent the photo to his phone and handed the phone back to the kids. 

"It's done." 

"Yeah. 

We can hand in homework now!" 

Happily, Timothy sent the photo to their teacher. 

"Okay! Done!" 

the phone back to Lucia, the teacher 

a loving family!] Lucia was even more dumbfounded now, 

fast! She turned around and found August put 

scenery outside the window, and 

strange feeling in 

happened and she kept being together with August, she and August must be a 

the box shook slightly, and brought Lucia 

thoughts? She 

moment, they had finished a 

led the kids 

was hot this 

the sun 

kids keep sweating and said to Lucia, "Let's find a 

It's almost lunchtime." 

found that the kids were 



She nodded. 

"Okay." 

a specialty restaurant not far 

in and found a vacant 

down, a waiter brought 

well 

from her 

the wet tissue turned from its original white into 

to educate them, "See the dirt on your hands? Do remember to wash or wipe your hands 

she watched Lucia wiping her hands and then 

August and then to her mother, and said hesitantly, "Mom, 

stunned numb by her daughter's 

up and found the man also 

was at a loss for 

a sip of the juice that had been served 

you tell us that everyone needs 

August smirked. 

in front of Lucia and 

pale as she was 

whether she should help him 

she had taught the kids a 

she would 

a breath and extracted a wet tissue 

were grabbed as soon as she put the 

She was startled. 

her fluster, she looked up and met the man's black 

skipped a 

"What... 

what are you doing?" 



could he do this in front of Timothy 

the tissue from her hand and 

didn't find the dirt 

quickly, and then he said, "Don't forget 

Lucia froze with shock. 

heart was pounding so fast, and, 

echoed, "Yes, Uncle Charming 

Lucia was so flustered. 

waiter happened to come serving dishes at this moment, which helped 

her appetite 

seemed to 

lot, but also took 

Chapter 363 Only Wanted Her Heart Lucia sensed Paul's anger. 

She hurriedly held his arm and said, "Paul, come with me. 

I need to talk to you. 

Then, she pulled Paul's arm and led him to the other side. 

"Paul, I failed to contact you today, so I brought Janet and Timothy here first. 

And we ran into August in the park. 

You know that August brought Janet back when she got lost last time. 

And Janet said that she wanted to play with him. 

So, I..." 

Paul showed depress in his eyes. 

But he soon regained his composure. 

He smiled at Lucia and said softly, "It's okay. 

I thought he was forcing you..." 

Lucia shook her head and said, "He didn't." 

Paul said smilingly, "Let's go. 

The kids are waiting." 

Then, he put his arm around Lucia’s shoulder and they walked towards the dining table together. 



"Dad, what took you so long?" 

As soon as Paul approached the kids, Timothy looked up at him and asked. 

Paul was still a little depressed. 

But he hid his feelings and kept smiling. 

He stroked the boy's little head and explained in a relaxing tone, "Dad was tied up by business. 

I apologize to you for failing to arrive in time." 

Timothy giggled. 

"It's okay. 

We had great fun today." 

Paul smiled and sat opposite August. 

He didn't look straight at August until now. 

He said, "President Adams, I owe you my gratitude for looking after my wife and kids today. 

I wish I could treat you to a meal next time. 

Please do accept." 

August looked up. 

His eyes had shown hostility. 

After he heard how Paul called him, his face went darker. 

"No, thanks. 

lift of 

said, "I had great fun 

the chance, I'll treat you 

with a tale napkin and stood 

at Paul and said with 

I won't be 

he strode to 

at the man's retreating figure and heaved a 

really freaked her 

so angry at least for the 

a deep breath and asked, "Paul, you want something 



Paul answered, "No, thanks. 

guys finished the 

‘Almost" 

pay 

came over and said 

"Sorry, sir. 

dined at the table just now had paid 

more displease on 

restaurant, the kids had been tired after playing for the whole 

that they 

Paul didn't refuse. 

drove them back to 

kids all fell asleep on the car 

didn't chat, and the atmosphere was 

at West Bridge, they entered their 

in her arms while Paul had Timothy in 

and Elisa 

was 

on their kids‘ beds, they silently went out 

living room, Paul took out a bottle of whiskey and 

several sips of the wine, and the atmosphere 

the sofa and looked 

business in 

"Yes. 

Something sudden and urgent. 

didn't answer 

you mad at me? For my 

Lucia shook her head. 

"No. 



I know you're busy." 

owned Paul more 

Paul for 

remained silent for a 

down the wine glass and turned to the 

I was extremely angry when I was 

doing well enough when I saw you four 

and hurriedly 

done enough 

and I didn't know how 

soulfully, 

go abroad five years ago, and took care 

never wanted 

to the end, only wanted 

voice had 

"Lucia, you 

approached her slowly and was about to land a kiss on 

was scared and 

Chapter 364 Not Another Chance For a whole night, Lucia tossed and turned. 

She didn't sleep well. 

She had woken up before her alarm clock rang. 

She checked her itinerary for the day on her phone, and got up to clean herself up. 

She had made appointment with the studio that she would bring Timothy and Janet there to get familiar 

with the field so that the shooting might go smoothly. 

Her biggest wish now was to finish the work in this place and leave with her kids. 

She packed up things needed, and had breakfast with the kids. 

She then hailed a taxi to bring them to the shooting spot, Austos Wildlife Park. 

The theme of the film was wildlife protection, which was why the kids needed to get familiar with 

animals. 



After that, they could study out a detailed shooting plan. 

When they arrived at the park, Lucia found that the Wildlife Park was near Pleasant Valley they went to 

the other day. 

They were all beside Vollmond Lake. 

The kids was excited when they saw Pleasant Valley in the distance. 

Their car drove along lakeside road and arrived at the gate of the wildlife park. 

The kids even danced with joy. 

"Yeah! Little animals!" 

Lucia felt much happier when she saw how the kids trotting around carefreely. 

She greeted Elijah. 

"Hey, Elijah." 

Elijah looked as if he was going on a vacation beside beach in his white T-shirt and white shorts. 

He came towards her and, with open arms, wanted to give Lucia a big hug. 

"Lucia, I miss you so much!" 

Lucia took a subconscious step back. 

As he was approaching her, a little figure bounced in. 

"Freeze!" 

Lucia looked down and found Timothy stood between them like a little knight. 

He stopped Elijah. 

be hugged by anyone! 

serious look 

an inexplicable happiness overwhelmed 

would be the first to 

little but 

amused by the 

step back obediently, and turned to look at Janet, "Janet, 

and said with 

lived in Amecan for 

frequented each other's place and had good relationship 



greetings, Elijah took Timothy's hand and came down to 

don't have 

around the park with the 

you will have to discuss details 

asked, 

answered, "The big boss requires sense of story 

a public welfare short film needed to be shot after 

we have a 

Lucia understood. 

boss was being 

such public welfare 

establish a positive brand image for 

image 

somehow admired this big boss 

Lucia took Timothy and 

they began touring around 

wildlife park 

animal's house they selected had golden monkeys, elephants, boa constrictors, pangolins and giraffes, 

kids were both excited during the 

Soon, it was noon. 

a temporary tent for them as they 

kids fell asleep, Lucia came out of the tent 

director introduced her the entire procedure and said, "This 

and your children, it 

and Janet are kids and they wouldn't be 

Lucia 

could be done 

weeks would be far beyond 

gave a gasp and asked the director, "Director, in fact, I wish to finish the task as soon as 



kids have to go to school in Amecan, so I would prefer we finish this with 

director pondered for a while and 

be 

the director's words reasonable, and halted between 

as August's face occurred to her, 

up 

rather her babies work a bit harder than stay in Austos City and allow August find 

for a while, the director replied, "Then I'll ask for the boss's 

ordered the 

Chapter 365 I Am Your Boss Before Timothy and Janet knew it, they had played for the entire afternoon. 

They all absorbed themselves into the fun of the wildlife park. 

They played with monkeys, touched elephants’ skins, and even stroked a python. 

The animals were at first scared of the kids, but, after the afternoon, they got along better. 

Kids were so innocent that they could easily accept other beings. 

Lucia could feel their changes and felt gratified from the bottom of her heart. 

She was right about the shooting job. 

At least, in this way, she could teach the kids to love and respect wildlife. 

It was a precious lesson from nature. 

Before the end of the day's work, the director asked the kids how they felt and communicated with 

them about the shooting plan for the next day. 

Lucia sat aside and took a rare relaxation from taking care of both the kids. 

At this moment, a black car drove over slowly and stopped right outside the shooting site. 

Then, the door opened and a tall figure came out of it. 

Lucia didn't notice the car as she kept her eyes on her children all the time. 

She didn't turn to the car until the director abruptly stood up and walked outside. 

When she saw the man standing in front of the car, she was stunned and dumbfounded. 

Am I hallucinating? How come August is here? She gave a gasp and hurriedly sat straight. 

She rubbed her eyes and again shot her gaze in the same direction. 

As if by telepathic reaction, August also turned to look at her at the same time. 



When their eyes met, it was as if a spark had been ignited. 

Lucia was so shocked that she even held her breath. 

She hurriedly flinched away from him, and unwittingly clenched her hands. 

What on earth is going on? After she returned Austos City, she could run into August so frequently. 

If their meeting the day before could be called a coincidence, it would be too weird that she should 

meet him again at work! Suddenly, the director turned to her and called her. 

"Lucia, come over please." 

Lucia took a deep breath and suppressed the anxiety and doubts in her heart. 

She stood up and walked towards them with pretended composure. 

coughed twice and began introducing, "President Adams, this is Lucia, the mother 

She is a director..." 

August had already turned to 

narrowed his eyes in a 

"I know" 

The director was stunned. 

"You... 

know each other?" 

a glance and said indifferently, "I can talk to 

the director 

nose to ease his awkwardness and said, "Well, 

Then, he left. 

looked up 

on earth do you 

as well believe that pigs could fly than believe that it is another 

slightly and said, "You seemed to be ignorant of the fact that 

I 

Lucia sneered, "You 

along and claimed that he was 

Devil may care! "Don't 



hesitate to 

said lightly, "What 

rendered wordless 

His words were true. 

was nobody, the director wouldn't welcome 

by Elijah? After she 

she took a 

"You... 

could it be 

avoid him, and, in the end, she should be working for him! August wasn't 

his lips and then said, "I came to tell you in person that 

August had been talking seriously, "To me, quality always comes 

I don't need speed. 

I need quality. 

I will personally check the 

made Lucia's face 

"You..." 

mentioned a thing 

not only brought his refusal to her proposal but also brought 

a bully? "August, don't you think you're 

and answered indifferently, "Am I? Lucia Mitchell, I think you've been abroad for too long that 

last glance and then got in his 

attitude made Lucia 

stopped 

we need 

this shooting, she would die rather than accept this job 

Chapter 366 Mark Was Released. 

Lucia gnashed her teeth and retreated to draw back distance from him. 



However, August changed his stern face from the past and winked mischievously at her! "Look good 

after the two little limps, I gotta go now." 

Lucia was in a daze since hearing his words. 

Therefore, she didn't notice that August had gotten into his car and driven away. 

Standing still, Lucia was wondering why August had changed completely within five years. 

Before she could figure it out, the sound of footsteps interrupted her train of thought. 

It was Janet and Timothy threw their arms around her legs respectively. 

"Mom! What are you doing?" 

Lucia looked down at their rosy cheeks, feeling a strong feeling of affection sweeping her over. 

She then reached out her hand to pet their heads and asked tenderly, "How is it going with your 

discussion with the director over there?" 

"He is nice to us! And he told us that we can go to the zoo fora video shoot!" 

"Yeah, we all understand what he has told us!" 

Their naive words amused Lucia. 

"You two are great! Now that you're ready for the shoot tomorrow, let's go home now!" 

She smiled sincerely. 

"Great! Let's go home!" 

Lucia took them by the hands to lead them to take leave of the camera crew. 

After they had packed their stuff, they left. 

Lucia used the online car-hailing app to hail a taxi when they got to the gate of the Wildlife Park. 

However, they didn't get a car after waiting for a long time. 

Actually, Paul had offered a ride for them after shooting but Lucia didn't mean to bother him after he 

had confessed his affectation to her yesterday. 

It would be embarrassing for them. 

A long time had passed but they still hailed no taxi. 

"What's going on? Mom?" 

her head back 

"Oh, honey, it's alright. 

go 

comforted 



their online car-hailing order wasnt taken by any 

were still waiting, a sharp toot of 

a black Maybach came 

was rolled down and 

in the car, 

this, Lucia 

leave? Why he didn't go yet? She bit 

said before her, "Uncle 

to him 

her 

out of the car 

I take 

nodded vigorously and smiled sweetly 

dumbfounded 

Janet be so affectionate toward August? They had just met several times! Timothy seemed to sense 

Lucia’s abnormality, raising his head, "Mom, if you 

touched her mouth 

his 

ok, my 

already sat comfortably on the back seat and 

breath, Lucia finally 

car seemed to be the best choice for them now since the children may have to wait a long time for the 

taxi with her in such an out-of-the-way 

being the case, Lucia told Timothy to get in the car as 

seat inside, shall we get 

lovingly and made no 

hand, and 

the air behind a tree on the opposite side 

far away, the photographer emerged from the 



was sending the photo he 

minutes later 

on a couch trembling with 

photo sent by 

make 

at the fact while she browsed through the photo one 

to August 

were cut from the same cloth, 

the children of August 

the verge of a 

to march on 

wife, had never consummated with him! This kind of 

Chapter 367 Her Right-hand Man For her, Mark was nothing more than a subordinate. 

"Yes, I do. 

My lady" 

Mark nodded, and when he did that, the long red scar on his forehead looked even more horrible, just 

like a twisted centipede. 

Jeanne couldn't bear such a scar anymore and took a step back subconsciously. 

"Mark, maybe you have to change your haircut to hide the scar on your forehead. 

It looks too scary for me..." 

She said in disgust. 

Something gloomy came and went in Mark's eyes when he heard what Jeanne had said. 

"I'll do it as the lady says." 

sucking a great draught of air he said. 

Jeanne was satisfied with his obedience. 

"This is where you live after being released?" 

She gave a glance around the shabby room and said. 

"Yeah, but I'll be at your service if you want me" 

Mark answered stoutly. 



"Not yet, the only thing you have to do now is to hide your identity." 

Jeanne held that an arrow shot from hiding is difficult to guard against. 

That's why she pulled out all the stops to free Mark! Then, she took a bank card out of her bag and put it 

on the table. 

"There are one hundred thousand dollars in it and the password is my birthday number. 

It is for you. 

Ask me for more if you run out of it." 

"Mark seemed to be not happy with that money. 

"My lady, there is no need..." 

"Just take it as I say." 

She seemed to run out of her patience. 

Money is necessary if he wanted to run errands for her smooth and she is always generous to her right-

hand man. 

Noticing Mark's frowned brows, Jeanne raised her hand and tapped him on his shoulder, saying softly, 

"Mark, you are the only person I put trust in now, I hope you can lead a comfortable life after you have 

suffered so much in prison, that's why I give you money. 

Do you understand?" 

Her words worked and Mark's eyebrows stretched at once. 

He nodded his head and smiled contentedly. 

what you mean, 

unpleasantly when she saw 

was back to Austos with her children, I 

know what she 

endurance! She 

Maybach was driving across the city and headed 

quick chirping of a cell phone broke 

It was Lucia’s phone. 

was the name 

"Yep, Paula." 

up 



your working 

from the other 

about Janet and 

it going with your 

children sitting next 

all do it great! The director invited 

She answered tenderly. 

where are you 

Let's have beef 

and look at August when 

to explain to Paula she was in the car of 

freak if she 

"What do you think?" 

again 

us have no 

she said firmly. 

"You are coming!" 

Elijah Reed that you knocked off at 

signed helplessly at her 

"Where are you now?" 

Plaza, right in the 

me your location, and we'll come to 

Lucia replied crisply. 

steady gaze the very 

met across the car 

was August 

"Where are you going?" 

was pretty calm and, even 

shut her mouth, a few seconds later, she looked out at the window and said, "Just drop us over 



eyebrows when he 

Burton to turn the 

"Yes, Mr.Adams." 

Burton Harris answered. 

foot for it 

give her a chance to say 

had only to swallow the 

took no account of 

Let him be. 

where are 

up at her and asked with 

go to meet your 

Said Lucia tenderly. 

Timothy almost kicked on his heels at 

Charming going with 

Chapter 368 He Had Cheated On Me. 

Several years ago. 

when she had left Austos City for a few months, exactly before she was about to give birth, Paula went 

to Amecan to see her. 

At that time, she had perceived that she was not well. 

She wouldn't know that Paula had broken up with Burton but for her probing. 

Nevertheless, Paula just kept the reason why they had broken up the secret from everyone, and every 

time she fished for the cause of it Paula just closed up. 

At last, Lucia gave up. 

A few years had passed after they had broken up. 

In recent years, Paula didn't date anyone at all, which almost drove Paul Thomas crazy for he was afraid 

that her sister would die alone if she went on like this. 

But he couldn't force a marriage on his sister. 

Suddenly, it downed on Lucia why Paula didn't go out with anyone over the past few years. 



That was because she had given her heart to that man! Lucia signed slightly and motioned the two imps 

to stop talking about that. 

"Paula, which restaurant shall we eat at today?" 

Lucia caught her with quick and light steps. 

Lucia's voice jolted Paula out of her contemplation. 

She hastened to signal to Lucia where they are going to dine tonight. 

"On the second floor, there was a restaurant serving delicious beef steak and a special area for kids to 

enjoy themselves." 

All too soon, they reached the restaurant. 

No sooner had they entered the restaurant Janet and Timothy went to play in the play area. 

The beers were served soon, Lucia handed Paula a bottle of beer and asked mildly, "Paula, Is there any 

possibility between you and Burton...?" 

Then, she looked at her with a tentative look. 

Paula's face changed slightly for a while, and she opened a bottle of beer sipping slowly. 

"You know, I have split with him for a long time." 

Her voice was full of studied nonchalance. 

"Yes, I know you are split with him. 

But I can tell from his eyes that he was still in love with you." 

Paula clenched the bottle slowly until her knuckles were white. 

"Whatever." 

She gave a gasp while she said. 

Seeing the pretence of indifference that Paula kept up, Lucia felt a strong feeling of frustration. 

As her intimate for so many years, how could she didn't know that Paula was unable get Burton out of 

her mind? Lucia panted heavily and gulped down the whole bottle of beer in her hand. 

"Pop!" 

She put down the bottle on the table with an abrupt halt. 

was completely 

"Lucia, are you crazy?!" 

and she just took alcohol for 

a swig like today was really rare for her 



we are no more friends sharing everything 

was washed over 

But you even can't be 

why you choose to 

finally, she spoke, "I didn't mean to hold out on you, I 

looked down speechlessly and the rims 

finally collected herself 

for 

Lucia was left dumbfounded. 

couldn't believe 

"What?" 

calmly, "It 

that day, I went to 

he coming out of his house 

voice was 

could felt her 

to believe that 

now, she found that he was a sanctimonious shit in fact! Anger was brimming 

up at Paula, "Did you have a talk with him 

it's necessary after 

gulp and added, "You know me well, what he did is 

a different requirement for the level of loyalty in 

Paula was definitely the one that 

opinion, her man would have to 

a deep 

if there is an accident? 

Paula shook her head. 

"I've looked into it. 

girl is introduced to him by 



Lucia was rendered 

true heart was for nothing at 

"Forget it. 

that stupid 

poured Lucia a glass of beer 

They then clinked glasses. 

beer, Paul suddenly thought of 

why 

turn, it was Paula's 

Lucia forced a smile. 

be unable 

the boss behind the 

"What?" 

Paula widened her eyes. 

"How come?" 

her head 

didn't know until 

"But, Timothy and Janet. 

Will they be alright?" 

became aware of the children's real identities, they might never have the chance to leave 

at a loss as 

She said, "I know. 

have signed the 

And it is valid. 

back my back upon 

damages would cost her a big 

Chapter 369 Elijah saw that Lucia wasn't talking, he couldn't help but speak, "What's wrong? What's 

with the worried look?" 

Lucia took a deep breath and said, "Why do I feel that things won't go so smoothly." 



As soon as she said that, a member of staff walked over from the side. 

"Lucia, Elijah, the director wants you over." 

After hearing that, Lucia's heart skipped a beat. 

She looked at Elijah and Elijah looked at her as well. 

Only then did Lucia nod at the member of staff. 

"Alright, we'll head over right away." 

As soon as they walked over to where the director was, Lucia saw that the director was scrolling his 

phone screen. 

He was looking at the samples of the pictures of Timothy and Janet had just taken. 

The director raised his head and looked at Lucia and Elijah. 

"Please, take a seat." 

Seeing that Lucia and Elijah had sat down, the director paused and said, "It's nothing big, it's just that 

the set of pictures that I've sent to President Adams to have a look at didn't meet his expectations. 

Therefore, we'll have to retake the pictures." 

When Lucia heard those words, she subconsciously furrowed her brows. 

As expected, there was a reason why she had a bad feeling. 

Elijah's face turned serious and asked, "Is there a problem?" 

"President Adams said that the pictures doesn't feel right." 

Elijah's face darkened. 

"Doesn't feel right? What does that mean?" 

The shoot that lasted for two days wasn't an easy job. 

Sometimes Timothy and Janet had to stand under the blazing sun. 

They would also need cooperation from the wild animals as well. 

The pictures at the moment were the results of everyone's hard work. 

Hearing that the pictures didn't feel right to the higher ups made everyone feel frustrated. 

The director smiled and said, "It's stated in our contract that if the first party has any requirements or 

dissatisfaction, the second party would need to cooperate with them." 

Elijah frowned. 

just about to say something when he saw Lucia shaking her head at 

at the director and said, "I want to know what does President Adams 



the combination of wilderness and innocence, the compatibility of the people and animals are the most 

said, "We will need to change the 

and 

get 

shooting plan was changed several times, and finally two 

over, Lucia went home that Pauld just after sending the two children to bed, as soon as she picked up 

her phone, 

Adams, saying that it still doesn't feel 

seeing these words, in an instant, a 

by August, and the only ambiguous answer she got was that the photos didn't feel right, which really 

made 

wasn't that the photos they 

thought of this, Lucia was even more furious, she gritted her teeth, picked up her 

any complaints against me, why don't you say it to my face? What's up with 

phone to the side 

up and let them 

times by August, she still couldn't lack the 

the grocery car driven by Bill at home, the car just drove out of the small courtyard, she saw a 

recognize who such a luxury car belonged to at a 

a 

first, she wanted to step on the gas and 

lights at her and then the car door was 

off the 

and Janet were looking 

saw August, Janet immediately said, 

little excited as 

come Mr.Handsome is 

Lucia was speechless. 

and that feeling became even worse 



deliberately made things difficult for the kids, but now 

decision not to 

but didn't expect August to suddenly walk to the middle of the 

didn't look worried at all and wasn't intending 

heart skipped a beat and quickly stepped on the 

came to an 

screamed 

her head and 

know what August 

her teeth and 

out 

for 

Lucia said that, she unbuckled her seatbelt 

have expected to do 

at the angry woman in front of him and raised his 

he said indifferently, "Who's pissed you off 

made Lucia 

matters about the sample photos, you did 

Chapter 370 You're Not Married August was originally a little suspicious. 

If he knew that she and Paul weren't married, she was afraid that the matter about the children could 

no longer be kept a secret. 

She gritted her teeth, gathered her courage, raised her eyes to meet the man's probing gaze, and said 

stiffly, "How I sleep with Paul has nothing to do with you." 

The moment the words came out of her mouth, August's face darkened. 

The moment he thought of her with another man, anger arose in his heart. 

He raised his eyes and swept a glance at Timothy and Janet who were looking curiously at them from a 

small car not far away, his heart tightened and he stretched out his hand and clutched Lucia's wrist 

without hesitation, opened the car door and pulled her in directly. 

With a loud bang, the car door was closed. 



The front row of Burton was a bit surprised when he raised his eyes and happened to meet with 

August's gaze in the rearview mirror. 

The man’s face was slightly sunken and he didn't hesitate to give orders. 

"Get out of the car and go watch Timothy and Janet." 

When Burton heard the order, he didn't hesitate to get off the car. 

The moment the door closed, the inside of the car and the outside world were instantly isolated. 

Lucia instantly felt nervous. 

She raised her head and looked at August. 

She wanted to pull her hand back. 

"What are you doing?" 

The man's palm was like a lock, tightly clasping her wrist, and was refusing to let go. 

His dark, bottomless eyes stared at her, his face serious, his eyes were serious as well. 

"Lucia, do you really intend to keep lying to me?" 

That day at the amusement park, he took the time to talk with Janet, and asked how Lucia and Paul's 

relationship was, and only then did he learn that they were sleeping in separate rooms. 

learned this news, for some reason, an inexplicable 

from 

at once, his heart was bursting with anger, and his grip 

one last time, is he 

paused and 

is it that you are not a couple at 

pierced Lucia's 

scoundrel and said, "August, whether we sleep in separate beds or not 

you have to be so nosy? 

admit the truth the rage in his heart 

into a straight line, sweeping past the woman's stubborn, shining eyes, 

dragged her towards himself, and directly lowered his head 

to have 

feeling, including the feeling buried deep in the body at this moment is like lifting the seal, crazy and 



was impossible for her to think that August 

a while, 

her body began to burn 

strange and familiar feeling slowly overcame reason, and her consciousness became more and more 

blurred and 

hadn't felt 

a long, long time. 

inside the car grew warmer and warmer, the man somewhat dominantly pinched her face, his deep eyes 

were shining with a 

Timothy and Janet still in the car, it was as if she was thrown 

immediately came back 

and pushed the man away 

and was pushed hard, his 

his gaze with a 

was angry that August had no principles to treat her like this, but also angry that 

first thing was that he had a family now, how could he kiss her so casually? 

her teeth and glanced at the ring on 

face darkened 

you 

angry that she pushed the car door open 

door shut and walked towards her car, seeing Burton standing beside the car, her 

fiercely throwing him a blank stare, she wound up her 


